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\ he This leads into his version of what happened when Oswald went to Mexico. That is next, in his 

chapter that carries this penny-dreadful thing of his forward in his mind and that of the unquestioning 

reviewers who never checked anything at all out. 

Not even what is so obvious. Like how was there going to be any "coverage of Oswald in 

Mexico" that could be attributed to the FBI fighting with the CIA when the CIA in Mexico began by not! 

sending any word on Oswald's being there until a week after he was no longer there to be "covered" | 

there? 

His infallible CIA did not send any word about Oswald having been there until October 9, which LU 

was after Oswald was back in Dallas, and then they sent the wrong name, "Lee Henry Oswald:" Which . it 

by some kind of magic just happens to be the precise wrong way that three years earlier the CIA opened 

its Personality Profile file on Oswald, with that particular version of the wrong name. \ 

Interesting, isn't it, that in Mexico City those spooks came up with the exact error, of all the male 

middle names beginning with "H", that the headquarters records used? (That the CIA's Oswald 201 file, 

Personality Profile, has this mistake in it is disclosed by the CIA's own records, including the one with 

which the creation of that file was requested, a copy of which Anna =-Walko sent me. Later 

« 
the CIA corrected this, someone adding to the "Personality (201) File Request," after encircling "Henry" 

this correction: "NB: HARVEY." The initials of the person making the correction seem to be PGR. The 

date was April 30, 1975. Yes, it took 15 years to make the correction, 12 years after the assassination. 

On this form the entry under "Action Desk" was "CI/SIG." Under "2nd Country Interest" was "SR" but 

that also is lined through. This aeey is "CS Copy." And it is the 201 File Number that leaves it 

absolutely certain that Lee Henry Oswald is really Lee Harvey Oswald. That number is 289248. 

It also should be noted that this request for establishing the Personality Profile file was not made 

until more than a year after Oswald's pretended defection. Not only does this make no sense - Anna 

Marie told me that there are indications of another or other Oswald Personality Profile files. John 

Newman, whose book Oswald and the CIA is due to be published in March, 1995, told me in late 1993 

that he found records of three early expressions of CIA interest in Oswald all before any Personality 
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